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Introduction
In the course of systematic archaeological surveys and excavations carried out since 1990, in the Sand and clay plains South and
Southwest of Lake Chad, our team discovered about 150 archaeological sites (fig. 1) related by ceramics similar in shape, decoration
and techniques of manufacture. Analysis of excavated assemblages and set of radiocarbon dates have shown that this pottery belongs
to a tradition lasting for about 1000 years starting in the early Second Millennium BC until the early First Millennium BC. According
to WENDT (1997) the tradition can be divided into two phases (I and II) with a subdivision of Phase II into three stages (a, b and c).
Radiocarbon dates cannot provide the precise time of stylistic change, but the approximate duration of the phases is indicated by a
clustering of dates as follows: Phase I: 1800 - 1400 cal BC, Phase IIa: 1500 - 1200 cal BC, Phase IIb: 1200 - 1000 cal BC, Phase IIc:
1000 - 800 cal BC (4).
This pottery, perfectly coated by a fine red Slip engendering a beautiful shining, made in a way to resist even an open air for centuries
(fig. 2). It is well fired, and carefully decorated by incisions and impressions, arranged in patterns, which had been made to tell more
than we can understand today. The quality has never been achieved in subsequent times up till date. In large quantities this pottery
suddenly appeared in the Chad Basin around 1800 before Christ - in a final stage of the Stone Age - giving evidence of the first human
occupation after the retreat of Mega-Chad. Within the course of about one millennium, the pottery changed in many aspects but the
whole complex clearly belongs to one and the same tradition.
This paper intends to show an example of how this specific pottery started to tell a story about people colonising the southwestern
Chad Basin about 4000 years ago.
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